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(The sole purpose of this exercise is to give a development and a presentation 
of the solution of a programming problem, with some more emphasis on the 
presentation. At the end of the tsxt, when a program is shown, the reader should 
be convinced of the correctness of the design. 
Handles on the notations and techniques used can be obtained from [l] or [2] 
and from [3], if so desired.) 
Consider an array X(0 . . e N - l), such that 
-N=R*M,RalandMal, 
- R of its elements are red, 
- the remaining N -R elements are blue. 
It is required to permute the array elements uch that 
(a) the relatrve order of the blue elements remains unaltered, and 
(b) the red elements are moved to the positions r * M, 0 s r < R. 
The standard trick to trivialize the proof that the final value of X is a permutation 
of its original value is to Fticlc :a array alterations of the form X: swap(i, j), 
0 s i <j C I% So, iiet us adopt the trick. 
T?rf the two remaining requirements (a) and (b), the first one seems to be the 
Lardest: incziutiously swapping of blue elements is likely to create irrevocable chaos. 
So, let us try to swap the blue elements with care: 
-swapping two distinct blue elements is so harmful to (a! that we simply disallow 
it; 
-swapping a red and a Hue element is at least suspect, unless ai1 elements ‘19 
bctwees?’ are red, in which case we (had better) allow it. 
Thus, having covered all cases, w, 0 arrive at a regime in which swapping two 
Q $7 ~e~~~~ is ~~~stra~~ed to the two outer elements of a ,?on-empty ‘train o<f elements’, 
8 9 elements of dre with t ossible exception of one element at an end, 
w Gch may be blue. 
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hiore: spe&c&y, if we see ta it that X: Irwap(i, j) takes place subject o the 
~~~~~t~~~ 
Tr(i, j): (46: iGct ‘j: X(h) iered), 
, s 
or swapping elements our remarning obligation consists 
,iT: (&: Oek<R:X(k *N)isr:=ti), , 
w~~~~ mentions red elements only. 
‘wls can view C’Tr& j)} Xr swap&j) as a movement of the red train 
if + + e , , X( j - I)) wer one position ‘to the right’, 
, GXNTES the idea that the problem of satislying 2 is readily solved if we succeed 
a red train comprising ail red elements at the left end of the array X 
t it travel ta’r the right, each time: uncoupling its lei t-most wagon at the 
train to the right we can move it to ti e left as well, and if 
a wchgon we can also couple one, simply by invi; Oting the operations. 
problem of allocating a red train compri&g all red Aements at the left 
end of t4w array X can be solved by letting a red train traM from right to left 
~~~king rup all red wagons itencounters. 
Mare precisely, wt propose 
(0) {Trfi, j)} X : swap(i, j); i, j := i + 1, 1 t l(Tr(i, j)] 
as the mechanism tcl move the train to the ri,ght, and hence 
t I) (Tr(i, j)) i, .i := i-l, j-I;X:swap(i, j){Tr(i, j)) 
as the mechanism to move it to the left; 
(2) jTr(i, j) a~$ i < j) i := i + 1 ((X(i - 1.) is red) and Tr(i, j)} 
a~ the procedure $3 uncouple awagon at the left end of the train, Lnd hence 
(3) (Tr(i, jr and (X(ii - 1) is red)} i := 1! -- 1 (i <j and Tr(f, j’,)) 
as the procedure to caupie a wagon at the Ic:ft end, 
With the ~~bbrev~,~,t~~ns 
Q(j): (Ah : j 6 h c IV: X(/z 11 is blue), 
rogram-whit h is somewhat lavishly annotated-is: 
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if Xii - 1) is red-) i := i - 1 {see (3)) 
OX(i-l)isblue+i,j:=i- 1, j - 1; X: swap(i, j> (:iee ( 0. )) 
fi 
{Tr(i, j)} {C?(j)} (0 s i :sj 6 N) 
od 
{Tr(i, j) and Q(j) and i = 0, hence j = R} 
; r := 0 
(Tr(i, j)} (P(r)} {j = R -r + i) {i d r * M) 
;dor#R+ 
b-RI 
{Tr(i,j)}(j=R-r+i){isr * M} 
doi#r*M+ 
{i<r *M,hence j<N) 
X:swap(i,j);i,j:=i+l,j+l 
(Tr(i, j), see (0)) {,i = R-r+i}(i~r*M) 
od 
{Tr(i, j) g.ad j = R - I -t i and r e= R, hence Tr( i, 1’) and i < j, 
hence (X(i) is red)} {i = r * M} {P(r)} 
; i, r := i+l,r+l 
(Tr(i, j), see (2)) {P(r)} {j = R - r + i} {i s r :* W 
od 
{P(r) and r = R, hence 2) 
end 
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